Systemic sulphur

AGRARES Oidio STOP
CHARACTERISTICS:
Systemic sulphur, curative and preventive, which
acts by the emission of ozone.
Curative:
AGRARES Oidio STOP detaches Ozone, which is an importan
disinfectant and when it touches a micelium,
it burns it.
The Ozone (O3), it is a molecule composed
by three atoms of Oxygen, formed on having
dissociated itself 2 atoms that compose the
gas of Oxygen. Every atom (O) liberated joins
another molecule of Oxygen (O2), forming
molecules of Ozone (O3), with a negative
electrical charge .

Preventive:
AGRARES Oidio STOP contains 30 % of systemic sulphur expressed as SO3, based on molecular species of reduced Sulphur (-II) and rusty sulphur (IV and VIth).
AGRARES Oidio Stop is designed to favor the contribution of
Nitrogen and Sulphur in his reduced forms, (ammonium and
tiol), which acts in the biosynthesis of L-Cisteína's for the formation of the plant membrane, which disables the replicación of the cellular DNA of the oidium preventing the fungus
colonizes the substratum and therefore it avoids the
appearance of the disease in preventive way for
fertirrigation.

DOSE:
CURATIVE TREATMENT:
1L/100L of water
PREVENTIVE TREATMENT:
3 irrigations as:
1º: 1,5L/Ha at first stages of
the plant
2º: 2L/Ha at medium stages
3º: 2,5L/Ha in advanced stages
or when there is a risk of infection.

USES:
AGRARES Oidio STOP in
addition corrects acid or
alkaline conditions and rapidly
it improves the structure of the
soil, particularly of saline soils,
with high concentrations of
Calcium, helping to liberate
blocked nutrients.
INCOMPATIBILITIES:
It must not be mixed with
Amino acids, calcic products,
or copper, and products with
very alkaline reaction.

ECOLOGICAL

it is considered to be ecological since it helps to regenerate the cap
of ozone.

In packaging:

1L, 5L, 20L, 200L y 1000L
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